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Company Overview
Surge leverages its wholly owned subsidiaries (value driven Prepaid
Wireless and Fintech products) to build relationships with convenience
stores, bodegas, tiendas and community markets that serve the
underbanked…..which is now approximately 35% of the people living in
the United States. Once the store is onboarded to the SurgePays network
and the trusted pro t partnership is established then, Surge facilitates the
sale of other consumable products through our wholesale marketplace by
connecting manufacturers directly to these retail stores.
The SurgePays Marketplace is built on Blockchain Technology and has
created a new sales channel that disrupts the traditional c-store
distribution and products sales model by providing local retailers with
direct access to regional manufacturers from around the country.
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This Marketplace software platform additionally provides manufacturers a
lower cost and more e cient platform to access mom-n-pop retailers to
sell products nationwide without the need to o er cash- ow crunching
“net” terms to distributors.
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Disclaimer
Except for the historical information contained here in, the matters discussed in this document are forward-looking statements that involve risks and
uncertainties, including but not limited to business conditions and the amount of growth in our industry and general economy, competitive factors, and
other risks detailed from time to time in the Company's SEC reports, including but not limited to its annual reports on form 10-K and it's quarterly
reports on Form 10-Q. The company does not undertake any obligation to update forward-looking statements. All trademarks and brand name are the
property of their respective companies.

